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Objective. We compared the diagnostic potential of using correlation coefficient images versus elas-
tograms from 2-dimensional (2D) freehand elastography to characterize breast cysts. Methods. In this
preliminary study, which was approved by the Institutional Review Board and compliant with the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, we imaged 4 consecutive human subjects (4 cysts,
1 biopsy-verified benign breast parenchyma) with freehand 2D elastography. Data were processed
offline with conventional 2D phase-sensitive speckle-tracking algorithms. The correlation coefficient in
the cyst and surrounding tissue was calculated, and appearances of the cysts in the correlation coeffi-
cient images and elastograms were compared. Results. The correlation coefficient in the cysts was con-
siderably lower (14%–37%) than in the surrounding tissue because of the lack of sufficient speckle in
the cysts, as well as the prominence of random noise, reverberations, and clutter, which decorrelated
quickly. Thus, the cysts were visible in all correlation coefficient images. In contrast, the elastograms
associated with these cysts each had different elastographic patterns. The solid mass in this study did
not have the same high decorrelation rate as the cysts, having a correlation coefficient only 2.1% lower
than that of surrounding tissue. Conclusions. Correlation coefficient images may produce a more
direct, reliable, and consistent method for characterizing cysts than elastograms. Key words: breast;
correlation; cyst; elasticity imaging; elastography; speckle tracking.
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Abbreviations
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lasticity imaging, also known as elastography, has
consistently shown potential for improving
diagnosis of diseases in many parts of the body,
including the cardiovascular system,1–3 kidney,4

deep venous thrombosis in the lower extremities,5

prostate,6,7 breast,8–10 and thyroid.11 However, recent
studies attempting to characterize cysts with elas-
tograms have had limited, and sometimes conflicting,
results. Using a Diasonics (Santa Clara, CA) ultrasound
scanner, Garra et al8 described 3 different elastograph-
ic patterns in the 8 cysts studied: (1) a darker (stiffer)
area with a brighter (softer) center, (2) a uniformly dark
area, and (3) an area with both bright and dark regions.
Using a Siemens Medical Solutions (Mountain View,
CA) ultrasound scanner, Barr10 reported that both sim-
ple and complicated cysts appeared dark (stiffer) in elas-
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tograms with a brighter “bulls-eye” appearance
in the middle of the cyst. Hall et al9 described
that because cysts rapidly decorrelate, they can
appear relatively stiff or soft in elastograms,
often depending on how much strain is applied.
In a study conducted by Lyshchik et al,11 5 of 6
cysts imaged in the thyroid produced consider-
able noise in their resulting elastograms, pre-
venting the authors from identifying any
elastographic characteristics of these lesions.
From these findings, it is evident that cysts can
have a variety of appearances in elastograms,
depending on the ultrasound scanner used,
percent compression and precompression, and
type of signal processing.

In response to this problem, our study evalu-
ated whether the high decorrelation rate ini-
tially observed by Hall et al9 associated with
cysts in cross-correlation imaging could be
used directly to distinguish cysts from solid
masses. Because most cysts are primarily
composed of fluid, random noise, reverbera-
tions, side lobes, and clutter, they decorrelate
quickly when compressed for elastography.
Therefore, cysts may be consistently and
clearly visible in the correlation coefficient
image, providing direct diagnostic information
that cannot be achieved by looking at the
appearances of cysts on elastograms. 

Materials and Methods

Human Subjects and Data Acquisition
This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board, and informed consent was
obtained from all human subjects. The study
was compliant with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act, and subject
confidentiality was protected at all times.

To obtain preliminary data for this study, 4
consecutive subjects were imaged with freehand
elastography conducted by an experienced
physician (J.M.R.). Two subjects each had 1 clin-
ically confirmed cyst; 1 subject had 2 clinically
confirmed cysts; and 1 subject contained a biopsy-
proven benign breast parenchyma with promi-
nent stromal fibrosis. Up to 91 radio frequency
images, corresponding to maximum 7% com-
pression, were acquired with a LOGIQ 9 ultra-
sound scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI).
Data were processed offline.

Derivation of the Correlation Coefficient From
2-Dimensional Speckle-Tracking Algorithms
The correlation coefficient images in this study
were produced from conventional 2-dimension-
al (2D) phase-sensitive speckle-tracking algo-
rithms, which estimate tissue motion with
correlation-based processing in the axial (along
the ultrasound beam) and lateral (perpendicular
to ultrasound beam) directions.12,13 Estimated
displacements were accumulated in 0.3% to 0.6%
compression steps.14 The gradient of the axial
displacements was used to calculate strain.

To calculate the 2D correlation coefficient,
first a 2D correlation kernel (spatially equiva-
lent to 1 speckle spot) was defined around
every pixel in the complex predeformation
image. The size of the speckle in each direction
was determined from the full width at half max-
imum of the 2D autocorrelation function of the
image. Next, the kernel was cross-correlated
with the complex postdeformation image. The
resulting unit-normalized, complex cross-cor-
relation coefficient ρ′xy at pixels (x, y) as a func-
tion of lags (lx, ly) is described in Equation 1. In
this equation, Gt(x, y) is the original predefor-
mation image; Gt + 1(x, y) is the postdeformation
image; and Wij is a 2D Hamming window over
the 2D correlation kernel:
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To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the correla-
tion coefficient was filtered with a unity gain
function (∑Fij = 1) twice the speckle size:

(2)

The 2D displacement vector was then estimated
from the peak position of the complex correla-
tion function described in Equation 2 in a 
2-step process. First, both axial and lateral dis-
placements were determined from the correla-
tion lags, which corresponded to the maximum
value of the magnitude of the correlation func-
tion. Next, the axial displacement estimate was
refined using the position of the closest zero
crossing of the phase of the complex correlation
function. The final outputs of this processing
were the lateral displacement u(x, y), axial dis-
placement v(x, y), and magnitude of the corre-
lation coefficient |ρ(x, y)|. Breast masses in this
study were manually segmented in the original
gray scale image, and the correlation coefficient
in the mass was compared with the correlation
coefficient outside the mass but within the 40 ×
39-mm (axial × lateral) image.

Quantification of Mass Visibility in Images
To quantify the high variability in the appear-
ance of cysts in strain imaging, we calculated the
strain signal-to-noise ratio, S/N(ε), in the cysts.
We used the standard formula

(3)

where <εc> is the average strain in the cyst, and
σe – c is the SD of the strain estimates in the cyst.

For comparison, we used a corresponding for-
mula to show the signal-to-noise ratio in the cor-
relation coefficient images, S/N(ρ): 

(4)

where <ρc> is the mean correlation coefficient in
the cyst, and σρ – c is the SD of the correlation
coefficients in the cyst.

In addition, to show how this high strain varia-
tion in cysts can obscure the appearance of cysts
in elastograms, we compared the contrast-to-
noise ratios between the strain images and
correlation coefficient images of all cysts in this
study. The contrast-to-noise ratio in strain
images, C/N(ε), is defined as

(5)

where <εc> and <εb> are the mean strains in the
cyst and background, respectively; σ2

ε – c is the
variance of the strain estimates in the cyst; σ2

ε – b

is the variance of the strain estimates in the back-
ground; and | | represents the absolute value.

A similar measurement can be performed
to show the contrast-to-noise ratio, C/N(ρ),
between the cyst and background correlation
coefficients:

(6)

where <ρc> is the mean correlation coefficient in
the cyst; <ρb> is the mean correlation coefficient
in the background; σ2

ρ – c is the variance of the
correlation coefficient estimates in the cyst; σ2

ρ – b

is the variance of the correlation coefficient esti-
mates in the background; and | | represents the
absolute value.

Results

Figures 1–3 show cysts with varying elastograph-
ic appearances. Note that the strains in each of
these cysts are highly variable, with high- and
low-strain regions distributed throughout each
cyst. This finding is consistent with the low-
strain signal-to-noise ratios in the cysts (Table 1).
In contrast to the variability of cyst appearances
in these elastograms, the cysts look much more
uniform in the correlation coefficient images
with higher signal-to-noise ratios (Table 1). For
the 4 cases analyzed in this preliminary study,
the signal-to-noise ratios in the cysts were at
least 5 times higher in the correlation coefficient
images than in the strain images.
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Furthermore, in each of these cases, the cyst is
clearly visible in the correlation coefficient
image, appearing largely “black” because of its
poor correlation coefficient and relatively high
correlation coefficient signal-to-noise ratio. This
is true even when the strain images appear most-
ly as noise. Specifically, the correlation coefficient
values in the cysts were 14% to 36% lower than
the background correlation coefficient values
(Table 1). These high decorrelation rates are due

to the fact that most signal in cysts is not speckle
but, rather, noise, reverberations, and clutter. The
differences in the quality of the correlation coef-
ficient images of the cysts versus the strain
images are manifested in the relatively high con-
trast-to-noise ratios in the correlation coefficient
images compared with the low contrast-to-noise
ratios in the strain images. Conversely, the solid
mass in Figure 4, a benign breast parenchyma
with prominent stromal fibrosis, had a correla-
tion coefficient much closer to the background
value and thus a more reproducible and reliable
elastogram.

Discussion

Although simple cysts are easily identified on
conventional ultrasound imaging, nonsimple
(complicated or complex) cysts can be difficult
to accurately characterize and manage.15–17

Additionally, the number of nonsimple cysts is
increasing, partly because of high-quality ultra-
sound imaging, which can now visualize small
particulate matter in the cysts and which
sometimes introduces imaging artifacts, such as
reverberations, in their interiors.15,16 Because
many patients have multiple cysts in each
breast, needle aspiration, biopsy, or close follow-
up cannot be performed on each cyst. Therefore,
the ability to accurately diagnosis cysts with
alternative imaging methods, such as elastogra-
phy, becomes increasingly important.

A signal in fluid-filled cysts is caused by random
noise, reverberations, side lobes, and clutter,
which decorrelate rapidly under compression.
Because cysts are not continuous media in the
mechanical sense, the underlying hypotheses
used in elastography do not hold. Therefore,
speckle motion in cysts behaves differently com-
pared with speckle motion in connected solid
tissues: each speckle spot in a cyst moves inde-
pendently of its neighbors. Even in complicated
cysts, which have low-level internal echoes and
fluid-debris levels, there is insufficient speckle for
the speckle-tracking algorithms to reliably track
motion between precompression and postcom-
pression frames. In this study, all cysts were visi-
ble in the correlation coefficient images, with
correlation coefficients 14% to 36% lower than
those of the surrounding tissue.
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Figure 1. Gray scale image (left), correlation coefficient image (center), and elas-
togram (right) of a simple cyst. Black regions in the correlation coefficient image
correspond to areas of poor correlation; black regions in the elastogram corre-
spond to areas of low strain (stiffer tissue). Strains are represented in percents. The
correlation coefficient image clearly shows the cyst, which has a mean correlation
of 0.65 and is 28% lower than the background correlation of 0.86. However, the
elastographic area of the cyst is largely dominated by noise artifacts associated with
the poor tracking capabilities of the algorithms in the cyst, obscuring cyst visibility.
Original image dimensions were 38 × 39 mm.

Figure 2. Gray scale image (left), correlation coefficient image (center), and elas-
togram (right) of a nonsimple cyst. Black regions in the correlation coefficient
image correspond to areas of poor correlation; black regions in the elastogram cor-
respond to areas of low strain (stiffer tissue). Strains are represented in percents.
The mean correlation coefficient in the cyst is 0.79 and is 14% lower than the
background correlation of 0.92. Although the cyst is clearly visible in the correla-
tion coefficient image [C/N(ρ) = 1.9], it is not visible in the elastogram based on a
very low contrast-to-noise ratio [C/N(ε) = 0.20]. Original image dimensions were 38
× 26 mm.



Thus, in theory, cysts could be strictly separat-
ed from solid masses on the basis of differences
in their speckle-tracking correlation coefficients.
Although these results are very preliminary, they
suggest that one could pick at least an upper
bound of the mean differences between the cor-
relation coefficients in a lesion and background
above which masses would, with near 100%
specificity, be cysts. This would provide a very
high-contrast imaging and detection method for
cyst discrimination with very few false-positive
results. This relationship would be true even for
complex solid masses where the strains may be
complex, but the speckle would still remain cor-
related on deformation.

In contrast, our cysts had a highly variable pat-
tern in elastograms, and this variability in elasto-
graphic cyst patterns is consistent with previous
literature results.8–10 Thus, elastograms of cysts
can contain high strains, low strains, or any com-
bination of the two. This is manifested as ran-
dom black-and-white regions in our cyst
elastograms (Figures 1–3), and this variability is
reflected in the low signal-to-noise and contrast-
to-noise ratios in cysts (Table 1). Hence, it is
nearly impossible to assign a characteristic elas-
tographic pattern for a cyst because of the fact
that the strain estimates are based on tracking
noise.

Additionally, cysts in the correlation coefficient
images in this study were sometimes smaller
than in their corresponding gray scale ultra-
sound images because of partial volume averag-
ing with the solid tissue near the boundaries.
Thus, because of this solid material component
in the tracked positions at the boundary, the cor-
relation coefficients at the boundaries will be rel-
atively high compared with the correlation
coefficients inside cysts. Partial volume averag-
ing, side lobes, and multiple scattering caused
cyst edges to stay somewhat correlated between
frames, creating the appearance that the cysts
were somewhat smaller in the correlation coeffi-
cient images than in the gray scale images. This
explains why the edges in the cysts can look
brighter on the correlation coefficient images
than the centers of the cysts. This finding might
have clinical value because it is the reverse of
cancers, which frequently look larger in elasticity
images than in gray scale images.9

An additional advantage to using correlation
coefficient images rather than elastograms for
cyst diagnosis is that correlation coefficients
should be largely independent of preload. Preload
can reduce contrast in elastograms of solid tissues
because of the nonlinearity of tissue elasticity.9

Because of this nonlinearity, contrast between
solid masses and background will decrease at
higher preloads.18–21 Thus, maximum strain con-
trast between masses and background occurs at
near-zero preloads. However, the signal in a cyst
either is noise or moves randomly when com-
pressed, independent of the level of precompres-
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Figure 3. Gray scale image (left), correlation coefficient image (center), and elas-
togram (right) of a nonsimple cyst. Black regions in the correlation coefficient
image correspond to areas of poor correlation; black regions in the elastogram cor-
respond to areas of low strain (stiffer tissue). Strains are represented in percents. In
this example, the area of the cyst in the elastogram contains both bright and dark
areas with very little contrast between the cyst and the background. The variable
bright and dark areas are due to the fact that noise is being used to calculate the
strain images [S/N(ε) = 1.4], yet the mean correlation coefficient in the cyst is 0.75,
which is 17% lower than the background correlation of 0.90. Hence, S/N(ρ) = 10.7
permits the cyst to be easily visualized. Original image dimensions were 38 × 26 mm.

Table 1. Comparison of the Strain Properties in 4 Cysts With Their
Correlation-Tracking Properties

Cyst S/N(εε) S/N(ρρ) C/N(εε) C/N(ρρ)

1 0.52 3.33 0.03 1.41
2 1.36 10.7 0.15 2.14
3 1.15 11.3 0.20 1.86
4 0.34 3.16 0.05 2.37

S/N(ε) and C/N(ε) are the strain signal-to-noise and contrast-to-noise ratios,
respectively, whereas S/N(ρ) and C/N(ρ) are the correlation coefficient sig-
nal-to-noise and contrast-to-noise ratios. The correlation coefficient S/N is
at least 5 times greater than the strain S/N, and the correlation coefficient
C/N is at least 9 times greater than the strain C/N. These differences indi-
cate that correlation coefficient images of cysts may be more robust and
higher quality than their corresponding strain images.
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sion, and speckle tracking in cysts should be poor
in all cases. Hence, there should be no minimum
loading requirement for distinguishing cysts from
solid masses as long as one is still able to deform
the tissue. Thus, cysts should always look different
from background solid material on correlation
coefficient images no matter what the preload.
This relationship between tracking correlation
coefficients in cysts and background solid materi-
al should hold for tracking in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions
and should be independent of the direction of
deformation. Future studies will explore this
hypothesis further.

In summary, although our very preliminary
study of only 4 cyst cases precludes statistical
comparisons, these results suggest that using
correlation coefficient images to identify cysts
with 2D elastography should produce more con-
sistent results than using elastograms. These
successes are achieved by using the low signal
levels and relatively unrestricted motion of the
scatterers in fluid-filled cysts, which decorrelate
much more quickly than surrounding tissue
when compressed. Hence, it is not surprising
that elastograms of cysts are very noisy, making
it possible for cysts to have almost any appear-
ance. This explains the diverse appearances of
cysts in elastograms using different equipment
and processing.8–11

Future studies should compare the correlation
coefficient images between cysts and hypo-
echoic solid masses, which could also decorrelate
quickly if they have insufficient signal-to-noise
ratios for speckle tracking. However, these prelim-
inary results suggest that the correlation coeffi-
cient image contains information that could aid
cyst/solid mass discrimination.
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